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1. Choose the correct answer. 

     a. What is the language of Quran Majid? 

           i) Bangla                  ii) Hebrew                     iii) English                       iv) Arabic 

     b. How many letters are there in Arabic? 

           i) 25                                  ii) 29                             iii) 30                              iv) 50 

     c. How many letters are there without Nuqta in Arabic language?  

          i) 12                                   ii) 14                             iii) 17                               iv) 18 
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     d. How many letters are there with Nuqta in Arabic language?  

          i) 12                                   ii) 15                             iii) 17                               iv) 18 

     e. How many letters in Arabic has one Nuqta? 

           i) 5                                    ii) 10                             iii) 8                                 iv) 2 

     f. How many letters in Arabic have two Nuqta? 

           i) 3                                    ii) 4                                iii) 8                                 iv) 2 

    g. How many letters in Arabic have three Nuqta? 

           i) 5                                    ii) 3                                iii) 8                                 iv) 2 

    h. How many Harkats are there? 

            i) 4                                   ii) 6                               iii) 5                                   iv) 3       

     i. Which one of the following is the sign of Jer?  

         i)                       ii)                     iii)                     iv)     

      j. Which one of the following is the sign of Zabor?  

         i)                      ii)                      iii)                     iv)     

      k. Which one of the following is the sign of Pesh? 

         i)                      ii)                      iii)                     iv)     
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     l. What is the name of definition of double zer, double zabor, double pesh? 

            i) Harkat                    ii) Tanwin                  iii) Nuqta                       iv) Tashdid 

    m. Which is the sign of Jazam? 

          i)                           ii)                           iii)                        iv)  

    n. Which is the sign of Tashdid? 

          i)                           ii)                           iii)                        iv)  

    o. How many letters (Harf) of Madd are there?  

             i) 4                                   ii) 6                               iii) 5                                   iv) 3       

 

2. Fill in the blanks:  

     a. There are ------------ letters in Arabic language. 

     b. Arabic is read from ---------- side. 

     c. There is no Nuqta (any dot) in ------- Arabic letters. 

     d. Symbol of vowel is called --------- in Arabic language.  

     e. To read a letter of Arabic word in long breath is called ----------. 

     f. The ------------- among you is he, who --------- Quran Majid and teaches it to 

others. 
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3. Questions for short answer:  

     a. How many Arabic alphabets are there? 

     b. What is Harkat?  

     c. What is Nuqta? 

     d. What is Tanwin? 

     e. What is the language of the Quran Majid? 
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